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Rational curves, Dynkin diagrams and Fano manifolds with nef
tangent bundle
Roberto Mun˜oz, Gianluca Occhetta, Luis E. Sola´ Conde, and Kiwamu Watanabe
Abstract. A Fano manifoldX with nef tangent bundle is of Flag-Type if it has the same
kind of elementary contractions as a complete flag manifold. In this paper we present a
method to associate a Dynkin diagram D(X) with any such X, based on the numerical
properties of its contractions. We then show that D(X) is the Dynkin diagram of a
semisimple Lie group. As an application we prove that Campana-Peternell conjecture
holds when X is a Flag-Type manifold whose Dynkin diagram is An, i.e. we show that
X is the variety of complete flags of linear subspaces in Pn.
1. Introduction
The problem of classifying smooth complex projective varieties with nef tangent bundles
appeared in the 1980’s as the natural extension of the Hartshorne-Frankel Conjecture, proven
by Mori using deformation theory of rational curves in his celebrated paper [Mor].
A quick look at the known examples shows that the natural candidates have homoge-
neous manifolds as building blocks. To be more precise, on one hand Demailly, Peternell
and Schneider showed in [DPS] that, up to an e´tale covering, smooth varieties with nef
tangent bundle always admit a fibration (their Albanese morphism) over an abelian variety,
whose fibers are Fano manifolds with nef tangent bundle. On the other hand, Campana and
Peternell have posed the following conjecture, which is the framework of the present paper:
Conjecture 1 (Campana-Peternell Conjecture). The only complex Fano manifolds
with nef tangent bundle are rational homogeneous spaces, i.e. quotients of semisimple Lie
groups by parabolic subgroups.
For brevity we will refer to Conjecture 1 as CP Conjecture. It has been proven to be
true in several cases: for varieties of dimension three [CP] and four [CP2, Mok, Hw],
and for fivefolds of Picard number bigger than one [W2]. It holds also in other setups, for
instance for smooth varieties with big and 1-ample tangent bundle [SW].
Let us point out that in the quoted references the proofs depend on detailed classifi-
cations of the varieties satisfying the required properties, whose homogeneity is checked a
posteriori.
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In [CP, 11.2] the authors suggested a possible approach to the problem, divided in two
parts: first prove CP Conjecture for smooth varieties with Picard number one; then prove
that, given any Fano manifold with nef tangent bundle X and a contraction f : X → Y ,
from the homogeneity of Y and of the fibers of f one can recover the homogeneity of X .
Unfortunately proving homogeneity in the Picard number one case turned out to be a very
hard problem, and no progress has been made in this direction.
In this paper we propose to replace this “bottom-up” strategy with a “top-down” one,
namely to start by proving CP Conjecture for Fano manifolds of “maximal” Picard number
and then proving that any Fano manifold with nef tangent bundle is dominated by one of
such manifolds.
In order to give a reasonable notion of maximality let us recall that given a semisimple
Lie group G and a parabolic subgroup P , taking B to be a Borel subgroup containing P we
have a contraction f : G/B → G/P , so the complete flag manifold G/B dominates every
G-homogeneous variety.
On the other direction, starting from a rational homogeneous manifold G/P , under the
appropriate hypotheses (see Theorem 6), one may define a contraction f : G/P ′ → G/P by
considering the evaluation map of a family of minimal rational curves in G/P . The process
stops when we get to a complete flag manifold, since G/B is isomorphic to every universal
family of minimal curves contained in it.
In particular, complete flag manifolds associated with semisimple Lie groups can be
recognized, among homogeneous manifolds, by the structure of their Mori contractions: all
their elementary contractions are P1-bundles. This suggests considering Flag-Type manifolds
(FT-manifolds for short), which we define as the Fano manifolds with nef tangent bundle
whose elementary contractions are, more generally, smooth P1-fibrations.
The central idea in this paper is that for these manifolds we can face directly the
problem of constructing a semisimple group out of the nefness assumption. In fact, from
previous results of the authors ([MOS, W1]) one may prove that every FT-manifold of
Picard number two is, in fact, homogeneous: this, apart of being the starting point of
some inductive arguments, allows us to associate a Dynkin diagram D(X) with every FT-
manifold X . The Kac-Moody algebra encoded in this diagram could, in principle, be infinite
dimensional, but the main result of this paper is that this cannot happen, i.e. that we have
the following:
Theorem 1. The Dynkin diagram D(X) of an FT-manifold X is finite, that is, it
determines a semisimple finite dimensional Lie algebra.
This result allows us to describe chains of rational curves on an FT-manifold X in terms
of a monoid constructed using the Coxeter group associated with D(X), using this result
to prove that the dimension of X is bounded above by the dimension of the complete flag
manifold associated with D(X). In order to conclude CP Conjecture for FT-manifolds, one
has now to show that X is, indeed, isomorphic to a quotient of the semisimple Lie group
G determined by D(X); we show that, without loss of generality, G can be assumed to be
simple (see Corollary 2).
As en evidence in this direction we present, in the last section, a proof that this is the
case for D(X) = An, obtaining that:
Theorem 2. Let X be an FT-manifold with associated Dynkin diagram An. Then X
is isomorphic to the manifold parametrizing complete flags of linear subspaces in Pn. In
particular, CP Conjecture holds for FT-manifolds whose associated Dynkin diagram is a
disjoint union of diagrams of type A.
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The strategy we use to prove Theorem 2 is the following: we show that the target
of a particular contraction of X is the expected one and then we obtain the result by an
inductive process. We also show that a similar result could be obtained for every other
FT-manifold with finite Dynkin diagram, provided that one can show that the target of a
particular contraction is the expected one (see Proposition 12). However we believe that a
more general approach, which avoids a lot of case by case arguments, should be possible:
this will be the goal of a forthcoming paper.
Let us finally note that, up to the complete classification of FT-manifolds, CP Conjecture
could be obtained from the solution of the following problem:
Conjecture 2. Let Y be a Fano manifold with nef tangent bundle which is not a prod-
uct of positive dimensional varieties. Then there exists an FT-manifold X with connected
Dynkin diagram D(X) dominating Y .
We discuss Conjecture 2 in Section 3.1, where we prove, as an evidence in this direction,
that the only Fano manifolds with nef tangent bundle dominating an FT-manifold X are
cartesian products with X as a factor.
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2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper all the algebraic varieties and morphisms will be defined over
the complex numbers.
Since the general philosophy of this paper is that, in the appropriate setup, one may
recover the rational homogeneous structure of a manifold out of certain families of rational
curves contained in them, we will start by introducing some basic facts and notation regard-
ing Mori theory and rational homogeneous spaces. We refer the interested reader to [D] and
[H] for an account on each of this two matters.
2.1. Contractions and rational curves on algebraic varieties. Given any normal
projective algebraic variety X we will denote by N1(X) the vector space of 1-cycles in X
with real coefficients, modulo numerical equivalence. Its dual vector space may be identified,
via intersection theory, with the vector space N1(X) of real combinations of Cartier divisors
in X modulo numerical equivalence. The dimension of these vector spaces, that we denote
by ρX , is usually called the Picard number of X . Note that, given a morphism f : X → Y
between normal projective varieties, the pull-back of line bundles defines a linear map f∗ :
N1(Y )→ N1(X), which is dual to the push-forward map of 1-cycles.
Inside of N1(X) and N
1(X) there are two dual convex cones that play a central role
in Mori theory. On one hand the Mori cone of X is defined as the closure NE(X) of the
convex cone generated by effective 1-cycles. Its dual is, by Kleiman’s Ampleness Criterion,
the closure of the cone generated by ample divisors, i.e. the cone of nef classes, or nef cone
of X , Nef(X). Let us remark that, in the case of Fano manifolds, these two cones have a
very special geometry:
Theorem 3 (Cone Theorem for Fano manifolds). Let X be a Fano manifold. Then
NE(X) = NE(X) is rational polyhedral, i.e. there exist irreducible rational curves C1, . . . , Cm
such that NE(X) is the closed convex cone generated by the classes [Ci] of the curves Ci.
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A surjective morphism with connected fibers f : X → Y between projective normal
varieties is called a contraction of X . A contraction f is said to be of fiber type if it is not
birational, that is if dim(X) > dim(Y ). Given a contraction f , the kernel of f∗ is a vector
subspace of N1(X), meeting NE(X) along a extremal face σ that determines the contraction
f . A contraction f is called elementary if the corresponding face σ is one dimensional, i.e.
if σ is an extremal ray. In the case of Fano manifolds, the relation between extremal rays of
NE(X) and elementary contractions of X is one to one, more concretely:
Theorem 4 (Contraction Theorem for Fano manifolds). Let X be a Fano manifold.
Then for every extremal ray R ⊂ NE(X) there exists an elementary contraction ϕR : X → Y
satisfying that, for every irreducible curve C ⊂ X, ϕR∗([C]) = 0 if and only if ϕR(C) is a
point.
2.2. Semisimple Lie groups and algebras. Along this section G will denote a
semisimple Lie group, with associated Lie algebra g.
2.2.1. Cartan decomposition and root systems. Given a Cartan subalgebra (that is, a
maximal abelian subalgebra) h ⊂ g, its action on g defines an eigenspace decomposition of
g, called Cartan decomposition of g:
g = h⊕
⊕
α∈h∨\{0}
gα.
The spaces (so-called root spaces) gα are defined by
gα = {g ∈ g | [h, g] = α(h)g, for all h ∈ h} ,
and the elements α ∈ h∨ \ {0} for which gα 6= 0 are called roots of g; the finite set of these
elements is called the root system of g and will be denoted by Φ. Moreover, one may prove
that the root spaces are one-dimensional, that α ∈ Φ iff −α ∈ Φ, and that [gα, gβ ] = gα+β
iff 0 6= α+ β ∈ Φ.
2.2.2. The Weyl group of g. The Killing form κ(X,Y ) := tr(adX ◦ adY ) defines a non-
degenerate bilinear form on h, whose restriction to the real vector space E generated by Φ is
positive definite. It is then well known that the root system Φ is invariant by the reflections
with respect to roots, which are the isometries of (E, κ) defined by:
σα(x) = x− 〈x, α〉α, where 〈x, α〉 := 2κ(x, α)
κ(α, α)
.
The group W ⊂ SO(E, κ) generated by the σα’s is called the Weyl group of g.
2.2.3. The Cartan matrix of g. Set n := dimC(h) and D := {1, 2, . . . , n}. A basis of h∨
formed by elements of Φ such that the coordinates of every element of Φ are integers, all of
them nonnegative or all of them nonpositive, is called a base of Φ and its elements are called
simple roots. It is known that such a set always exists, and we will choose one of them,
denoting it by ∆ = {αi}i∈D. It provides a decomposition of the set of roots according to
their sign Φ = Φ+ ∪ Φ−, where Φ− = −Φ+. Moreover, every positive root can be obtained
from simple roots by means of reflections σαi . It is then clear that the matrix M whose
coefficients are 〈αi, αj〉, the so-called Cartan matrix of g, encodes the necessary information
to reconstruct g from the set of simple roots ∆.
2.2.4. Dynkin diagrams and the classification of semisimple Lie groups. The coefficients
of the Cartan matrix M of g are subject to certain arithmetic restrictions:
• 〈αi, αi〉 = 2 for all i,
• 〈αi, αj〉 = 0 if and only if 〈αj , αi〉 = 0, and
• if 〈αi, αj〉 6= 0, i 6= j, then 〈αi, αj〉 ∈ Z− and 〈αi, αj〉〈αj , αi〉 = 1, 2 or 3.
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These properties allow us to represent M by a Dynkin diagram, that we denote by D, that
consists of a graph whose set of nodes is D and where the nodes i and j are joined by
〈αj , αi〉〈αi, αj〉 edges. When two nodes i and j are joined by a double or triple edge, we
add to it an arrow, pointing to i if 〈αi, αj〉 > 〈αj , αi〉.
The classification theorem of root systems tells us that every finite root system is a dis-
joint union of mutually orthogonal irreducible root subsystems, each of them corresponding
to one of the connected finite Dynkin diagrams An, Bn, Cn, Dn (n ∈ N), E6, E7, E8, F4,
G2.
From this result it follows that every semisimple Lie group G is a product of simple Lie
groups, each of them corresponding to one of the Dynkin diagrams above. Recall that under
this correspondence, the classical Lie groups SLn+1, SO2n+1, Sp2n and SO2n correspond to
the diagrams An, Bn, Cn and Dn, respectively.
2.3. Rational homogeneous spaces. A rational homogeneous space is a projective
smooth manifold isomorphic to a quotient G/P where G is a semisimple group and P is a
subgroup of G. Let us start by recalling how these quotients may be described in terms of
root systems.
2.3.1. Marked Dynkin diagrams. The subgroups of G for which G/P is a projective
manifold are called parabolic. The most important thing to note here is that every parabolic
subgroup is determined by a set of simple roots of G in the following way: given a subset
I ⊂ D, let Φ+(I) be the subset of Φ+ generated by the simple roots in D \ I; then the
subspace
(1) p(I) := h⊕
⊕
α∈Φ+
g−α ⊕
⊕
α∈Φ+(I)
gα
is a parabolic subalgebra of g, determining a parabolic subgroup P (I) ⊂ G. Conversely, every
parabolic subgroup is constructed in this way. In the most common notation, we represent
G/P (I) by marking on the Dynkin diagram D of G the nodes corresponding to I. When G
is clear from the context, we will denote by F (I) the projective manifold G/P (I).
2.3.2. Contractions of rational homogeneous spaces. From the above construction it im-
mediately follows that given two subsets I ⊂ J ⊂ D, there exists a proper surjective mor-
phism pJ,I : F (J)→ F (I). We will denote by T J,I the relative tangent bundle of pJ,I , and
by KJ,I its relative canonical divisor. The following result describes the Mori cone of F (I):
Proposition 1. Every rational homogeneous manifold F (I) = G/P (I) is a Fano man-
ifold, whose contractions are all of the form pJ,I , I ⊂ J ⊂ D. In particular, the Picard
number of F (I) is ♯(I) and NE(F (I)) ⊂ N1(F (I)) is simplicial. Moreover, the fibers of a
contraction pJ,I are rational homogeneous spaces, determined by the marked Dynkin diagram
obtained from D by removing the nodes in I and marking J \ I.
2.3.3. Complete flag manifolds. The smallest parabolic subgroup (up to the choice of a
Cartan subgroup and a set of simple roots) B := P (D) receives the name of Borel subgroup
of G, and the corresponding rational homogeneous space F := F (D) = G/B is usually
called the complete flag manifold of G. For simplicity, given any subset I ⊂ D, we will
write pI , T I ,KI instead of pD,I , TD,I,KD,I . Moreover, for I = {i} we will use the index
i instead of {i}. Finally, for every subset I ⊂ D, we will use the notation pI , TI ,KI to
denote pD\I , TD\I ,KD\I . For instance: the relative canonical divisors of the i-th elementary
contraction of F will be denoted by Ki. Note that, under this description, one may prove
the following:
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Proposition 2. The fibers of every contraction of F = G/B are complete flag mani-
folds.
2.4. Homogeneous vector bundles on rational homogeneous spaces. In this
section we will recall some basic results on homogeneous vector bundles that we will need
later on.
2.4.1. Relative tangent bundles of contractions of a complete flag manifold. Homoge-
neous vector bundles on a rational homogeneous manifold G/P are determined by repre-
sentations of the Lie algebra p. For instance, the tangent bundle of G/P , whose total space
may be described as
TG/P = G×P g/p := (G× g/p)/ ∼,
where (g, v + p) ∼ (gp−1,Adp(v) + p) for all p ∈ P , is given by the representation:
p→ End(g/p) given by X 7→ adX (mod p).
In the case of a complete flag manifold F = G/B, we may identify g/b with
⊕
β∈Φ+ gβ ,
and then one sees that for every subset I ⊂ D, the subspace ⊕β∈Φ+(I) gβ is invariant by
the action of b. The homogeneous vector bundle that this b-module defines is, in fact, the
relative tangent bundle T I of the contraction pI : F → F (I). In particular, for every index
i ∈ D the relative tangent bundle Ti is isomorphic to the line subbundle:
G×B gαi →֒ TF .
2.4.2. Line bundles, weights and 1-cycles. It is a known fact that every line bundle on
a rational homogeneous space is homogeneous. As a consequence, the Picard group of a
manifold F (I) can be written in terms of the marked diagram determining it.
In fact, every homogeneous line bundle on F (I) corresponds to a representation of P (I)
over C or, equivalently, to a morphism of Lie algebras λ : p(I) → C. Using Equation (1),
one may easily see that λ factors via the projection to h and that the corresponding element
in h∨ satisfies 〈λ, α〉 ∈ Z for all α ∈ Φ and 〈λ, α〉 = 0 for all α ∈ Φ+(I).
In particular the set of weights of G
Λ := {λ ∈ h∨| 〈λ, α〉 ∈ Z for all α ∈ Φ}
may be identified with Pic(F ) and, under this identification, the Picard group of any other
F (I) may be seen, via the corresponding pull-back map to F , as the sublattice of Λ orthogo-
nal to αi for all i ∈ D \ I. For instance, under this identification the weights −αi correspond
to the relative tangent bundles Ti of the contractions pi : F → F (D \ {i}).
Moreover, this description of line bundles as weights allows us to identify the linear
operators of the form 〈 , α〉 with numerical classes of 1-cycles in G/B. For instance, for any
i ∈ D, the operator 〈 , αi〉 vanishes, by construction, on p∗i Pic(F (D \ {i})), and satisfies
〈αi, αi〉 = 2, hence it corresponds to the class of the fiber Ci of the elementary contraction
pi : F → F (D \ {i}). In particular:
Proposition 3. With the same notation as above, the Cartan matrix of G is equal to
the intersection matrix (Ti · Cj).
As a final consequence, the dual base {λj} of the base of simple roots {αi} (the so-called
set of fundamental weights of G) may be then identified with the set of pull-backs of the
ample generators of the Picard groups of the manifolds F (i).
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2.4.3. The anticanonical bundle of F . From the homogeneous description of the tan-
gent bundle one may show that the anticanonical divisor −KF corresponds to the weight∑
α∈Φ+ α. Similarly, it follows that the relative anticanonical divisor −KI of the contraction
pI corresponds to the weight
∑
α∈Φ+(I) α. In particular, it is an integral combination of the
relative anticanonical divisors −Ki. In the case of −KF , for instance, the coefficients may
be easily computed from the Cartan matrix of G, by using Prop. 3 and taking in account
that −KF · Ci = 2 for all i.
2.4.4. Homogeneous filtrations of the tangent bundle. Every homogeneous vector sub-
bundle of TF is determined by a subspace
⊕
β∈Ψ gβ →֒ g/b that is b-invariant or, equiva-
lently, by a subset Ψ ⊂ Φ+ satisfying the following property:
(2) α+ β ∈ Ψ, α, β ∈ Φ+ implies that α, β ∈ Ψ.
We then say that Ψ is admissible.
Note that one may find a finite sequence of admissible subsets,
Ψ1 ( · · · ( Ψm = Φ+
satisfying that Ψi = Ψi−1 ∪ {βi}, for some βi ∈ Φ+, for all i. In fact, denoting by ht(β) the
height of a root β with respect to the base ∆, that is ht(β) =
∑n
k=1 rj for β =
∑n
k=1 rjαj ,
consider any ordering of Φ+, {βi1 , · · · , βim} satisfying that ht(βj) ≤ ht(βj+1) for every j.
Then the sets Ψk = {βi1 , · · · , βik} are admissible.
In particular we obtain a filtration of TF :
TΨ1 ( · · · ( TΨm = TF
satisfying that:
TΨi/TΨi−1
∼= G×B gβi .
Note that, if βi =
∑
j rjαj , then
G×B gβi =
⊗
j
(
G×B gαj
)⊗rj
.
Construction 1. The tangent bundle TF may be described as the involutive closure
of the direct sum of the line bundles Tℓ, ℓ ∈ D. We will show here a stepwise procedure to
construct a homogeneous filtration of TF starting from the line bundles Tℓ, via Lie brackets.
In order to see this, let us denote
Vk :=
⊕
β∈Ψk
gβ
the k-th element of the filtration of g/b by b-submodules, whose subsequent quotients
Vk/Vk−1 are isomorphic to gβk . We will impose the ordering of Φ
+ to satisfy that the
elements of the same height appear in lexicographic order with respect to their coordinates
in the base ∆.
It then follows that, for every k ∈ {n+ 1, . . . ,m} there exist j < k and ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , n}
satisfying that:
• βk = βj + αℓ, and
• βj′ + αℓ ∈ Vk for every j′ < j.
Then, for every k, the Lie bracket provides a morphism of B-modules:
(3) νk : Vj ⊗ gαℓ →
Vm
Vk−1
=
g/b
Vk−1
,
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whose restriction to Vj−1 ⊗ gαℓ is zero. In particular we get a commutative diagram of
B-modules:
Vj ⊗ gαℓ
νk //

Vm/Vk−1 Vmoo
gβj ⊗ gαℓ ∼ // gβk?

OO
Vk
?
OO
oo
We may now translate this into the language of homogeneous vector bundles over F . Note
first that the Lie bracket morphism (3) defines an O’Neill tensor of distributions in TF ,
that is the OF -linear morphism given by the composition of the usual Lie bracket with the
quotient modulo TΨk−1 :
Nk : TΨj ⊗ Tℓ −→ TF /TΨk−1,
at step k, there exists j < k such that the vector subbundle TΨk may be defined as the
inverse image in TF of the image of Nk (which is isomorphic to G×B gβk).
3. Flag-Type manifolds
In this section we will introduce the definition of Flag-Type manifolds and present their
basic features. We begin by stating a set of well-known properties of varieties with nef
tangent bundle, paying special attention to their Mori cones.
Proposition 4. Let X be a smooth complex Fano manifold with nef tangent bundle.
Then the following properties hold:
(1) Every contraction π : X → Y is of fiber type, i.e. dim(Y ) < dim(X).
(2) Every contraction π : X → Y is smooth and, moreover, its image Y and every
fiber π−1(y) are Fano manifolds with nef tangent bundle.
(3) For every contraction π : X → Y , the Picard number of a fiber π−1(y) equals ρX −
ρY . Moreover, being j : π
−1(y) → X the inclusion and j∗ : N1(π−1(y)) → N1(X)
the induced linear map, we have j∗(NE(π
−1(y))) = NE(X) ∩ j∗(N1(π−1(y))).
(4) The Mori cone NE(X) is simplicial.
Proof. The first part follows from the fact that the fibers of every contraction of X
contain rational curves. Since TX is nef, every rational curve is free, and the claim follows.
For the second part we refer the reader to [DPS, Thm. 5.2] and [SW, Thm. 4.4].
The equality ρπ−1(y) = ρX − ρY follows from [Ca, Example 3.8]; as a consequence we
have that j∗(N1(π
−1(y))) = kerπ∗.
Denote by σ = NE(X) ∩ kerπ∗ the face determining the contraction π. For every
extremal ray R contained in σ, since the associated contraction is of fiber type, there is a
curve C such that [C] ∈ R and C ∩π−1(y) 6= ∅. Since C is contracted to a point, necessarily
C ⊂ π−1(y). We can thus conclude that j∗(NE(π−1(y))) = σ.
To prove the last statement let us assume by contradiction that NE(X) is not simplicial.
Let R1, . . . , Rm, m > n := ρX be the extremal rays of NE(X), ordered in such a way that
〈R1, . . . , Rn〉 = N1(X). For every i = 1, . . . ,m denote by Γi a rational curve of minimal
anticanonical degree among those such that [Γi] ∈ Ri. We can write [Γm] =
∑n
i=1 ai[Γi],
with ai ∈ Q. By the extremality of Rm there exists j such that aj < 0; without loss of
generality, we may assume that j = 1.
For every i ∈ {2, . . . , n} let Vi be the family of rational curves containing Γi, which is
unsplit and covering by the minimality of −KX · Γi and the nefness of TX . We apply to
these families [CO, Lemma 2.4]: since every contraction of X is of fiber type, the classes
[V2], . . . , [Vn] must lie in an (n−1)-dimensional extremal face of NE(X). If H is a supporting
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divisor of this face, then H · Γi = 0 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n} and H · Γ1 > 0, so that H · Γm < 0.
This contradicts the nefness of H .
Definition 1. We say that a Fano manifold X with nef tangent bundle is a Flag-Type
manifold or, for brevity, an FT-manifold, if every elementary contraction of X is a smooth
P1-fibration.
Remark 1. The expression P1-bundle appears in the literature with different meanings.
Within this paper we will use it to refer to the Grothendieck projectivization of a rank two
vector bundle, whereas smooth P1-fibration will refer to a smooth morphism with fibers
isomorphic to P1. Note that the two concepts coincide if the base variety has trivial Brauer
group (over a curve, for instance).
Complete flag manifolds are FT-manifolds but, moreover, their contractions are P1-
bundles. In fact, by Proposition 2, given a complete flag manifold F = G/B and an index
i ∈ D, the fibers of the elementary contraction pi : F → F (D \ {i}) are P1’s and it is enough
to note that the line bundle Li associated with the fundamental weight λi has intersection
number one with the fibers of pi, so that F is isomorphic to the Grothendieck projectivization
of P(pi∗O(Li)).
3.1. Initiality of FT-manifolds. In this section we will make a couple of remarks
regarding Conjecture 2. We will discuss first how this result would imply CP Conjecture via
the homogeneity of FT-manifolds.
Remark 2. Let Y be a Fano manifold with nef tangent bundle and assume, without loss
of generality, that Y is not a product of two positive dimensional manifolds. If Conjecture
2 holds, then there exists a surjective morphism f : X → Y from an FT-manifold X with
connected Dynkin diagramD(X). Then the homogeneity ofX would imply the homogeneity
of the image Y ′ of the Stein factorization of f . Since D(X) is connected, Y ′ would be the
quotient of a simple Lie group so, by [La, Main Theorem], either the corresponding finite
morphism µ : Y ′ → Y is an isomorphism, or Y is a projective space. In any case Y would
be homogeneous.
We will refer to Conjecture 2 as the problem of initiality of FT-manifolds. An evidence
for this conjecture is the fact that the only Fano manifolds with nef tangent bundle domi-
nating an FT-manifold X are constructed in the trivial way, namely as cartesian products
of X . We will show this in Proposition 5 below, for which we need to prove first that the
statement holds in the case X = P1:
Lemma 1. Let M be a Fano manifold with nef tangent bundle admitting a contraction
f :M → P1. Then there exists a smooth variety Z such that M ∼= P1 × Z.
Proof. Denote by σ the face of NE(M) generated by the rays that are contracted by f
and by R the (unique) extremal ray of NE(M) not contracted by f . By Proposition 4, the
contraction g : M → Z associated to R is smooth and, moreover, its fibers are isomorphic
to P1: in fact they are Fano manifolds and the restriction of f to each of them is a finite
morphism.
Since the fibers of f are rationally connected, by [GHS, Theorem 1.1] f admits a section.
Let C ⊂ M be a section whose intersection number with −KM is minimal and let V be
a family of rational curves containing C; this family is covering since TM is nef, and it is
unsplit by the minimality of C. We claim that [C] ∈ R. Assuming by contradiction that
this is not the case, let C′ be the normalization of g(C), and S′ be the normalization of
S := g−1(g(C)): S′ is a smooth P1-fibration over C′, hence a P1-bundle. Note that the
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embedding C ⊂ S lifts to an inclusion C → S′. Since the restriction of f to S provides a
second fiber type contraction of this surface, it follows that S′ ∼= P1 × P1. But in P1 × P1
there exists a degeneration of C to a cycle consisting of lines of the two rulings, contradicting
the minimality of C.
We have thus proved that sections of f of minimal degree are contracted by g; since
fibers of g are numerically equivalent we have that the fibers of g are sections of f . In
particular the natural morphism (f, g) :M → P1 × Z is injective, hence an isomorphism.
Proposition 5. Let M be a Fano manifold with nef tangent bundle which admits a
contraction f :M → X onto an FT-manifold X. Then there exists a smooth variety Y such
that M ∼= X × Y .
Proof. Denote by σ the face of NE(M) generated by the rays that are contracted by
f , by σ the face spanned by the other extremal rays and by g : M → Y the contraction
determined by the face σ. We will show that, for every y ∈ Y , the restriction f|g−1(y) :
g−1(y) → X is an isomorphism, from which one easily concludes that (f, g) : M → X × Y
is an isomorphism, too.
Denote by Ri, i = 1, . . . , n, the extremal rays of σ and by τi the face generated by σ and
Ri. The contraction of τi factors through f and an elementary contraction πi : X → Xi.
Moreover, since ρX = ρM − ♯(σ) = ♯(σ), every elementary contraction of X can be given in
this way. For every i, the inverse image Mi := f
−1(Γi) of a fiber Γi of πi is, by Proposition
4, a Fano manifold with nef tangent bundle. Moreover, since Mi admits a contraction to
Γi ∼= P1, by Lemma 1, we obtain that Mi ∼= Γi × Z, for some smooth variety Z.
Since X is chain connected by curves of the form Γ1, . . . ,Γn, the variety Z does not
depend on the choice of the curve Γi, nor on the choice of the index i. Note also that, by
Proposition 4(3), the Stein factorization of g|Mi is the canonical projection from Mi to Z.
Let us denote by Γ′i the fibers of this projection, and note that they are sections of f over
Γi contracted by g.
Consider a point z ∈ g−1(y), x = f(z), and let x′ be any point in X . Given a chain of
rational curves (Γi1 , . . . ,Γim) in X joining x with x
′, we may choose sections over the curves
of the chain so that z ∈ Γ′i1 and Γ′ik ∩ Γ′ik+1 6= ∅ for all k. In particular the whole chain
is contained in g−1(y) and it contains a point z′ satisfying f(z′) = x′. It follows then that
f|g−1(y) is surjective.
Now, sinceX is Fano, the proof may be concluded by showing that the numerical class of
the ramification divisor of f|g−1(y), that we denote by B ⊂ g−1(y), is zero. By construction,
the classes of Γ′i’s generate N1(g
−1(y)), so the proof will be finished by showing that B · Γ′i
is zero for every i.
The intersection g−1(y)∩Mi is a union of sections of the form Γ′i, therefore, for a general
x ∈ X , the morphism f|g−1(y) is not ramified over the inverse image of the curves Γi passing
through x. So, if x¯ ∈ g−1(y) is general, the sections Γ′i passing through x¯ do not meet the
ramification divisor B, hence B · Γ′i = 0 for every i.
3.2. The Dynkin diagram of an FT-manifold. By analogy with the notation for
complete flag manifolds, introduced in 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, along the rest of the paper we will
use the following notation for FT-manifolds.
Notation 1. Let X be an FT-manifold of Picard number n; we will denote by Ri,
i = 1, . . . , n its extremal rays, and by Γi a rational curve of minimal degree such that
[Γi] ∈ Ri. If I is any subset of D := {1, . . . , n} we will denote by RI the extremal face
spanned by the rays Ri such that i ∈ I, by πI : X → XI the corresponding extremal
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contraction, by TI the relative tangent bundle and by KI := − detTI . We will also denote
by πI : X → XI the contraction of the face RI spanned by the rays Ri such that i ∈ D \ I.
For I ⊂ J ⊂ D we will denote the contraction of the extremal face πI∗(RJ ) ⊂ N1(XI) by
πI,J : XI → XJ or by πD\I,D\J : XD\I → XD\J .
The geometric interpretation of the Cartan matrix of a Lie algebra g in terms of the
intersection theory of G/B given in Proposition 3 suggests a natural way of associating a
Cartan matrix with every FT-manifold:
Definition 2. Let X be an FT-manifold of Picard number n. The Cartan matrix
M(X) associated with X is the n× n matrix defined by M(X)ij = −Ki · Γj .
We will denote by MI(X) the |I| × |I| submatrix of M(X) obtained from M(X) by
subtracting rows and columns corresponding to indices which are not in I. The next propo-
sition shows that the fibers of a contraction of an FT-manifold X are FT-manifolds, whose
Cartan matrices are submatrices of M(X).
Proposition 6. Let X be an FT -manifold and consider any subset I ⊂ D. Let πI :
X → XI be the contraction of a face RI and denote by ZI a fiber of πI . Then ZI is an
FT-manifold whose Cartan matrix of ZI is MI(X).
Proof. By Proposition 4 we already know that ZI is a Fano manifold with nef tangent
bundle, such that ρZI = ♯I = ρX − ρXI , whose nef cone may be naturally identified with
RI .
Let πi : X → Xi be an elementary contraction such that i ∈ I. Its restriction (πi)|ZI is
an extremal contraction of ZI , which is smooth and of fiber type in view of Proposition 4,
and whose fibers are obviously P1’s. Hence it is a smooth P1-fibration. The last assertion
follows from the fact that relative tangent bundles corresponding to elementary contractions
πi indexed by i ∈ I restrict to the relative tangent bundles of the restriction (πi)|ZI .
We finish this section by stating one of the key ingredients of this paper: the fact that
CP Conjecture holds for FT-manifolds of Picard number two.
Theorem 5. Let X be an FT-manifold of Picard number two. Then X is isomorphic
to G/B with G a semisimple Lie group of type A1 ×A1, A2, B2 or G2.
Let X be an (m+ 1)-dimensional Fano manifold of Picard number two having two P1-
fibrations π1 : X → X1, π2 : X → X2. Let Hi be the pull-back of the ample generator of
Xi, i = 1, 2 and set ν1 := K1 · Γ2, µ1 := H1 · Γ2, ν2 := K2 · Γ1, µ2 := H2 · Γ1, so that one
may easily verify that:
(4)
(−K1
H1
)
= A
(−K2
H2
)
, where A :=


−ν1
2
4− ν1ν2
2µ2
µ1
2
µ1ν2
2µ2

 .
Note that νj ≥ 0, µj > 0, for j = 1, 2. The following observation will allows us to skip
considering the case ν1ν2 = 0 within the arguments below.
Lemma 2. With the same notation as above, assume that νj = 0 for some j. Then
X ∼= P1 × P1.
Proof. We write the proof for j = 1. Consider the ruled surface S := π−11 (π1(Γ2)) ⊃
Γ2; since the family of deformations of Γ2 is unsplit, Γ2 must be a minimal section of S.
Hence, ν1 = 0 implies that S ∼= P1×P1. In particular, every curve Γi meeting S is contained
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in S. Since, by hypothesis, X has Picard number two and so it is rationally chain connected
with respect to the curves in the families of deformations of Γ1 and Γ2, we conclude that
X = S.
We will make use later of the following Chern-Wu relation on smooth P1-fibrations:
Lemma 3. With the same notation as above, for every j = 1, 2 there exists ∆j ∈ Q such
that K2j = ∆jH
2
j modulo numerical equivalence.
Proof. We write the proof for j = 1. Let N2(X1)Q be the Q-vector space of codimen-
sion 2 cycles on X1 modulo numerically equivalence. Following verbatim the proof of [W1,
Proposition 2.3], we may show that π∗1(N
2(X1)Q) is isomorphic to Q, and it is generated
by H21 . Hence it suffices to show that K
2
1 ∈ π∗1(N2(X1)Q). In order to see this, we may
take a curve C ⊂ X1 and consider the surface S = π−11 (C), which is a P1-fibration, hence a
P1-bundle. Then the statement is equivalent to (K1)
2
|S = 0, which is known to be true for
every P1-bundle over a curve.
Lemma 4. With the same notation as above, ∆j < 0 for j = 1, 2, unless X ∼= P1 × P1.
Proof. We write the proof for j = 1. Since −K1 + ν1µ1H1 is numerically proportional
to H2, it is nef and not big, hence its (m+ 1)th self-intersection is zero. If ∆1 = 0, then
0 =
(
−K1 + ν1
µ1
H1
)m+1
= −(m+ 1)(K1 ·H1)m
(
ν1
µ1
)m
.
It follows that ν1 = 0, and we conclude by Lemma 2 above.
If ∆1 > 0, then using the Chern-Wu relation K
2
1 = ∆1H
2
1 , we may write:
0 =
(
−K1 + ν1
µ1
H1
)m+1
=
(
ν1
µ1
+
√
∆1
)m+1 − ( ν1µ1 −√∆1)m+1
2
√
∆1
(−K1 ·Hm1 ).
Since K1H
m
1 6= 0, we must have
(
ν1
µ1
+
√
∆1
)m+1
=
(
ν1
µ1
−√∆1
)m+1
. Since ∆1 > 0, this is
not possible unless m is odd and ν1 = 0, and we conclude by Lemma 2 again.
In the case ∆j < 0, let us set bj := +
√−∆j and zj := νjµj + ibj ∈ C, j = 1, 2.
Lemma 5. With the same notation as above, assume that X 6∼= P1×P1. Then (zj)m+1 ∈
R for j = 1, 2. Moreover m = 2, 3, 5.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4, we may write:
0 =
(
−K1 + ν1
µ1
H1
)m+1
=
(
ν1
µ1
+ ib1
)m+1 − ( ν1µ1 − ib1)m+1
2ib1
(−K1 ·Hm1 ),
hence, with the notation introduced above, this means that the imaginary part of zm+11 is
zero. The case j = 2 is analogous.
Finally, the fact that m = 2, 3, 5 follows from the fact that ν1/µ1 and ∆1 are rational
numbers and that the argument of z1 is π/(m+1) (see [MOS, Proposition 4.4] for details).
We may now conclude the classification of FT-manifolds of Picard number two.
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Proof of Theorem 5. Assume X is not P1 × P1, that is the complete flag of type
A1 × A1. In particular, we may assume that ν1ν2 6= 0, by Lemma 2, and that m = 2, 3 or
5, by Lemma 5. We will show that
(5) ν1ν2 = 4 cos
2
(
π
m+ 1
)
.
Since this number equals 1, 2 or 3, it follows that either ν1 or ν2 are equal to 1. This provides
a unisecant divisor in one of the structures of P1-fibration of X , hence X is a P1-bundle and
we may then conclude by [W1, Theorem 1.1].
In order to prove equality (5), we consider the intersection number K1 · Hm1 6= 0 and
write it, using the change of basis (4) and the Chern-Wu relation K22 = b
2
2H
2
2 , in terms of
K2 ·Hm2 :
K1 ·Hm1 =
µm1
2m−1µ2b2
im(zm2 )(K2 ·Hm2 ).
Using the same argument with indices exchanged we get:
K1 ·Hm1 =
µm−11 µ
m−1
2
4m−1b1b2
im(zm1 )im(z
m
2 )(K1 ·Hm1 ),
therefore
µm−11 µ
m−1
2
4m−1b1b2
‖z1‖m−1b1‖z2‖m−1b2 = 1.
Using that
νj
µj
= ‖zj‖ cos(π/(m+ 1)), this equality may be written as:
νm−11 ν
m−1
2
4m−1
= cos2m−2
(
π
m+ 1
)
,
which provides the desired equality (5).
As a consequence, we may deduce severe restrictions on the coefficients of the Cartan
matrix of an FT-manifold.
Corollary 1. Let X be an FT-manifold, and M(X) = [mij ] its Cartan matrix. Then:
• mii = 2,
• mij = 0 if and only if mji = 0, and
• if mij 6= 0, then mji ∈ Z− and mijmji = 1, 2 or 3.
In particular M(X) is a generalized Cartan matrix in the sense of [K, 4.0].
Proof. Any 2 × 2 principal submatrix is, by Proposition 6, the Cartan matrix of an
FT-manifold of Picard number 2. These are, up to transposition, the ones corresponding to
the manifolds appearing in Theorem 5, which are
M(A1 ×A1) =
(
2 0
0 2
)
, M(A2) =
(
2 −1
−1 2
)
,
M(B2) =
(
2 −1
−2 2
)
, M(G2) =
(
2 −1
−3 2
)
.
This result allows us to associate, in an obvious way, a Dynkin diagram D(X) with an
FT-manifold X :
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Definition 3. The Dynkin diagram D(X) of X is the graph having n := ρX nodes,
such that the nodes in the i-th and j-th position are joined by (−Ki ·Γj)(−Kj ·Γi) – which
is equal to = 0, 1, 2 or 3 – edges. When two nodes are joined by multiple edges we write an
arrow on them pointing to the node j if −Ki · Γj < −Kj · Γi. The set of nodes of D(X)
will be identified with D = {1, . . . , n}. If I ⊂ D is a non-empty subset, we will denote by
D(X)I the subdiagram of D(X) whose set of nodes is I ⊂ D.
Remark 3. From Proposition 6 it follows that, the Dynkin diagram D(ZI) of the fibers
ZI of a contraction πI : X → XI equals D(X)I .
Proposition 7. Let X be an FT-manifold whose Dynkin diagram D(X) can be written
as the disjoint union of two subdiagrams D(X)I and D(X)J , I⊔J = D and let πI : X → XI
and πJ : X → XJ be the contractions associated to I and J . Then X ≃ XI × XJ and,
moreover, XI and XJ are FT-manifolds whose Dynkin diagrams are D(X)I and D(X)J ,
respectively.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that D(X)I is connected.
If I = {i}, then −Ki is nef, and it is trivial on every ray Rj with j 6= i. Hence it is a
supporting divisor of the face RJ and thus is semiample. For any fiber ZJ of πJ , we denote
by W → ZJ the base change of πi : X → Xi by ZJ . This is a P1-bundle whose relative
anticanonical divisor is semiample. By [Y, Theorem 2.3], since ZJ is simply connected, then
W ≃ P1×ZJ . In particular the image of W in X contains any extremal curve that it meets.
Since X is chain connected by curves of the form Γ1, . . . ,Γn this implies that W → X is
surjective, so, according to [W1, Lemma 2.2], this implies that XJ ≃ P1. We then conclude
that X ≃ P1 ×Xi by Lemma 1.
Assume now that ♯(I) ≥ 2. Composing an elementary contraction of XI with πI we
obtain a contraction of X corresponding to a subset I ′ ⊂ D given by I ′ = I⊔{j}, with j ∈ J .
By Remark 3, the fibers ZI′ of πI′ are FT-manifolds whose Dynkin diagram is D(X)I ⊔{j}.
By the first part of the proof they are products ZI × P1. It follows that any elementary
contraction of XI has one dimensional fibers.
By Proposition 5 we have that X ≃ XI × ZJ . Since πI and πJ are the projections to
the factors we have XI ≃ ZJ and ZI ≃ XJ .
Corollary 2. If Conjecture 1 holds for FT-manifolds whose Dynkin diagram is con-
nected, then it holds for every FT-manifold.
4. Classification of Dynkin diagrams of FT-manifolds
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1, whose goal is to show that D(X) is
the Dynkin diagram of a finite dimensional Lie algebra, or equivalently, in the language of
[K], that D(X) is finite.
In our proof we will need to discard the case in which D(X) is affine, that is, in which
there exists a vector v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Rn, vi > 0 for all i, satisfying that M(X) · v = 0
(cf. [K, Corollary 4.3]). The next proposition expresses the affineness of D(X) in terms of
curves contained in X :
Proposition 8. Let X be an FT-manifold, let D(X) be its Dynkin diagram and assume
that D(X) is connected. Then
1) If every proper subdiagram of D(X) is finite, then D(X) is finite or affine.
2) If D(X) is affine then there exists an irreducible rational curve B ⊂ X such that
B ≡∑n1 miΓi, with mi ∈ Z>0, and Ki ·B = 0 for every i = 1, . . . , n.
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Proof. The first assertion follows from [K, Proposition 4.7], items a) and b). For
the second, note that, being D(X) affine, there exists a linear combination Γ = ∑n1 miΓi,
mi ∈ R>0 for all i, satisfying that Ki · Γ = 0. Since the kernel of the matrix M(X)
is generated by rational cycles, we may assume that mi ∈ Q>0 for all i and, clearing
denominators, we may also assume that mi ∈ Z>0 for all i. Finally, being TX nef, every
rational tree in X is smoothable by [D, Proposition 4.24], therefore the cycle Γ =
∑n
1 miΓi
is numerically equivalent to an irreducible rational curve B.
Our strategy to prove that the Dynkin diagram of an FT-manifold X is finite consists
of showing that a rational curve such as the one in Proposition 8, 2) does not exist. In order
to do this, we will need two auxiliary lemmata.
Lemma 6. Let M be an irreducible variety and f : P1 ×M → X be a morphism. Let
b ∈ P1 be a point and j : M → P1 ×M be the corresponding inclusion j(z) = (b, z). Given
an elementary contraction πi : X → Xi, set g := πi ◦ f and consider the following fiber
products:
M ×Xi X //

(P1 ×M)×Xi X //

X
πi

M
j // P1 ×M g //
f
88qqqqqqqqqqqq
Xi
If f∗Ki · (P1 × {z}) = 0, then (P1 ×M)×Xi X ∼= P1 × (M ×Xi X).
Proof. Note that the morphism f : P1×M → X factors via (P1×M)×XiX , providing
a section of the natural map (P1 ×M) ×Xi X → P1 ×M and giving (P1 ×M) ×Xi X the
structure of a P1-bundle over P1 ×M . More precisely, it is the projectivization of a rank
two bundle E on P1 ×M appearing as an extension:
0→ O(f∗Ki) −→ E −→ O → 0
Now, since f∗Ki has intersection zero with the fibers of the projection p : P
1 ×M → M ,
then E is trivial on these fibers and it follows that E = p∗j∗E , from which our statement
follows.
Lemma 7. LetM be an irreducible projective variety and f : P1×M → X be a morphism
such that f(P1 × {z}) is not contracted by πi. If πi ◦ f is of fiber type then, for any b ∈ P1,
the morphism (πi ◦ f)|{b}×M is of fiber type.
Proof. Denote by p1 and p2 the projections of P
1 ×M onto the factors. Let (b, z) be
a point of P1 ×M , and C an irreducible curve passing through (b, z) contracted by πi ◦ f .
As a 1-cycle, C is numerically equivalent in P1 × M to a combination with nonnegative
coefficients λΓb+µP
1
z, where Γb is a curve contained in p
−1
1 (b) and P
1
z := p
−1
2 (z). The curve
C is contracted by πi ◦ f , therefore [f∗C] ∈ Ri, so, by the extremality of Ri, [µf∗P1z] ∈ Ri.
This contradicts our assumptions, unless µ = 0. We can thus conclude that C is contained
in p−11 (b).
Next we introduce, for FT-manifolds, a construction similar to the so-called basic con-
struction in [Ke, p. 562].
Construction 2. Let X be an FT-manifold, f0 : V0 → X a morphism from a smooth
variety V0, and i1, i2, . . . , iℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} a list of (not necessarily distinct) indices. Starting
from this data we construct a pair (Vk, fk), k = 1, . . . , ℓ, recursively in the following way:
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given fk−1(Vk−1) ⊂ X we define Vk to be the fiber product Vk−1 ×Xik X , and fk to be the
natural map from Vk to X :
Vk
fk //
πk

X
πik

Vk−1 gk−1
//
fk−1
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
// Xik
Note that, if m = dimX − dimV0 we can choose indices i1, i2, . . . , im so that, at each step,
fk−1(Vk−1) is a divisor in fk(Vk). The process stops at step m, and fm(Vm) = X .
Proposition 9. There is no rational curve B ⊂ X whose numerical class lies in the
interior of NE(X) such that Ki · B = 0 for every i = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Assume that, on the contrary, there exists a curve B satisyfying those proper-
ties. We perform Construction 2, starting from a smooth point p ∈ B until m = dimVm =
dimX , denoting by i1, i2, . . . , im the indices corresponding to the curves used in the con-
struction. Using the same list of indices i1, i2, . . . , im−1 we perform again Construction 2,
starting now from V ′0 = P
1 and f ′0 the normalization f
′
0 : P
1 → B, so that we obtain pairs
(V ′k, f
′
k).
Denoting b := f ′0
−1
(p), and by jk : Vk → P1 × Vk the inclusion jk(v) = (b, v), we claim
that the following holds for every k: V ′k ≃ P1×Vk, and, under this identification, f ′k◦jk = fk.
The statement is clearly true for k = 0, so we assume by induction that it holds for
k = ℓ − 1. In particular, we have g′ℓ−1 ◦ jℓ−1 = gℓ−1 and, since Kiℓ · B = 0, Lemma 6, tells
us that
V ′ℓ ≃ (P1 × Vℓ−1)×Xiℓ X ∼= P1 × (Vℓ−1 ×Xiℓ X) ∼= P1 × Vℓ.
Finally, since both the left and the right squares of the diagram
Vℓ
πℓ

jℓ // P1 × Vℓ
π′ℓ

f ′ℓ // X
πiℓ

Vℓ−1
gℓ−1
44
jℓ−1 // P1 × Vℓ−1
g′ℓ−1 // Xiℓ
are cartesian, also the outer square is, hence f ′ℓ ◦ jℓ = fℓ, and the claim is proved.
In particular, taking k = m − 1 we get V ′m−1 = P1 × Vm−1. Since by hypothesis B is
not contracted by πi for any i, then by Lemma 7 the morphism πim ◦ f ′m−1 : V ′m−1 → Xim
is generically finite, contradicting that dimV ′m−1 = dimX .
We can now prove the main result of this paper:
Proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition 7 we can assume that D(X) is connected. We
prove the statement by induction on the number of nodes of D(X). The result is true for
n = 2 by Theorem 5, hence we may assume that n ≥ 3 and that the statement holds for
FT-manifolds of Picard number ≤ n− 1. By induction every subdiagram of D(X) is finite,
hence, by Proposition 8 1), we may assert that D(X) is either finite or affine.
In the latter case, item 2) in the same Proposition provides an irreducible rational curve
B ⊂ X such that B ≡∑n1 miΓi, with mi ∈ Z>0, and Ki ·B = 0 for every i = 1, . . . , n. This
contradicts Proposition 9.
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5. Chains of rational curves on FT-manifolds
Loci of chains of minimal rational curves in the extremal rays of an FT-manifold X
admit a very peculiar description in terms of the corresponding elementary contractions.
Given a subset Y ⊂ X we define Ch(i1 . . . im)(Y ) to be the set of points x ∈ X such that
there exist curves Γi1 , . . . ,Γil satisfying Γij ∩ Γij+1 6= ∅, Γi1 ∩ Y 6= ∅ and x ∈ Γim , that is:
Ch(i1 . . . im)(Y ) = π
−1
im
(πim(. . . (π
−1
i1
(πi1 (Y ))))).
Let us first consider the case in which X = F is a complete flag manifold, for which we
will study the loci of chains of curves Ci, i = 1, . . . , n.
Remark 4. If X = F = G/B is a complete flag manifold, chains of rational curves as
above are related to elements of the Weyl groupW ofG. In fact, the loci Ch(i1 . . . im)(y) ⊂ F
are Schubert varieties, that is the closures of the subsets of the form BwB/B, w ∈ W . In
order to make this relation more explicit we need the description of W as a Coxeter group,
whose definition we introduce below. For further details we refer the reader to [Ke, Section
2].
Definition 4. A Coxeter group is a group admitting a presentation of the form
〈s1, s2, . . . , sn | (sisj)aij = 1〉, where aii = 1, and aij = aji ≥ 2 for i 6= j.
Denoting by rk(si, sj) the word of length k which contains si in every odd position and sj
in every even position and by lk(si, sj) = rk(sj , si), an equivalent presentation of the group
is given by:
〈s1, s2, . . . , sn | s2i = 1, raij (si, sj) = laij (si, sj)〉.
A reduced word in the group is a word of minimal length among those presenting an element.
The length of an element is the length of a reduced word presenting that element.
Remark 5. The Weyl group W of a semisimple Lie algebra g is the Coxeter group
whose exponents aij are obtained from the Dynkin diagram of g via the formulas
(6) 4 cos2
(
π
aij
)
= ♯{edges joining i and j}.
Given a reduced word w = si1 . . . siℓ the corresponding Schubert variety BwB/B equals
Ch(i1 . . . iℓ)(y) and the dimension of BwB/B is equal to the length of w.
Definition 5. Let W be a Coxeter group as in Definition 4; the Coxeter monoid
associated to W is the monoid W ′ given by the presentation
W ′ := 〈s1, s2, . . . , sn | s2i = si, raij (i, j) = laij (i, j)〉.
The length of an element of W ′ is defined as in 4.
In [T, Theorem 1] it has been proved that there is a bijection between reduced words in
W and W ′, where two reduced words in W are equal if and only if the corresponding words
in W ′ are equal. In particular, if W is finite, then W ′ is finite, and the maximum length of
a reduced word in W ′ equals the maximum length of a reduced word in W , which coincides
with the dimension of F . So we have
Lemma 8. If F = G/B is a complete flag manifold, then dimF equals the length of the
longest word of the monoid W ′ associated with the Weyl group W of G.
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Let us extend the previous construction to the case in which X is an FT-manifold.
Since X has been endowed with a Dynkin diagram, we may associate with X a Coxeter
monoidW ′(X). However it is not clear a priori that Lemma 8 holds in this case. In turn we
choose a general point y ∈ X and consider the monoid Chains(X) generated by the symbols
1, 2, . . . , n subject to the following relations:
i1i2 . . . il = j1j2 . . . jk if and only if Ch(i1i2 . . . il)(y) = Ch(j1j2 . . . jk)(y).
From the definition it is clear that for every i we have ii = i; moreover, it is easy to check,
considering the fibers of π{i,j}, that we also have
raij (i, j) = laij (i, j),
where the aij are obtained from the Dynkin diagram of X via the formulas in (6). In other
words, Chains(X) is a quotient of W ′(X).
Observing that if w is a reduced word in Chains(X) then dimCh(w)(y) = l(w) (where
the length l(w) is defined as in 4), we have the following
Corollary 3. Let X be an FT-manifold with Dynkin diagram D(X). If D(X) is finite
and G/B is the variety of flags corresponding to D(X), then dimX ≤ dimG/B.
Proof. It is enough to remark that dimX equals the length of the longest element in
Chains(X).
6. CP Conjecture for FT-manifolds of type An
Before starting with the caseAn, let us consider the following general situation. Given an
FT-manifoldX of Picard number n, with Dynkin diagramD(X), let us consider a semisimple
Lie algebra g with the same Dynkin diagram, and choose a Cartan decomposition for it,
with root system Φ and simple roots αi, i ∈ D = {1, . . . , n}. Given a subset I ( D, every
fiber ZI of the corresponding contraction π
I : X → XI is an FT-manifold with Dynkin
diagram D(X)D\I . Assume that ZI is homogeneous. Then it is a quotient of a Lie group
whose set of positive roots may be identified with
ΦI+ =
{
n∑
i=1
riαi ∈ Φ+
∣∣∣∣∣ ri = 0 for i ∈ I
}
.
We may then use the filtration of TZI described in Construction 1, that provides a sequence
ΨI1 ( · · · ( ΨIdim(ZI ) = ΦI
+
of admissible sets allowing us to construct, recursively, vector
subbundles TΨI
k
⊂ TZI : at step k > ♯(D \ I) this bundle is the inverse image into TZI of the
image of a morphism
Nk : TΨI
j
⊗ (Tℓ)|ZI −→ TZI/TΨI
k−1
, for some j < k, ℓ ∈ D \ I.
Note also that, setting
∑
β∈ΦI+ β =:
∑
i∈D\I miαi, it follows that
KZI =
∑
i∈D\I
miKi|ZI .
The next statement tells us that the above construction on ZI can be made globally in X ,
and used to get numerical properties of the canonical divisor of XI .
Proposition 10. Let X be an FT-manifold of Picard number n, I ( D = {1, . . . , n},
let F = G/B be the complete flag manifold associated with the Dynkin diagram D(X) and
assume that CP Conjecture holds for FT-manifolds with Dynkin diagram D(X)D\I . Then,
with the same notation as above:
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• KI ≡∑i∈D\I miKi, and
• KXI · πI∗(Γi) = KF (I) · pI∗(Ci) for every i ∈ D.
Proof. Let ZI be a fiber of πI , that is, by hypothesis, isomorphic to the complete flag
manifold associated to the Dynkin diagram D(X)D\I .
By induction, assume that, at step k, the vector bundles TΨIr are restrictions to Z
I of
vector subbundles Vr ⊂ TX in X for every r < k. Since the relative tangent bundle T I ,
whose leaves are the fibers ZI , is integrable, it follows that the morphisms Nk defined on
every fiber ZI glue together into the O’Neill tensor Nk defined globally by
Nk : Vj ⊗ Tℓ −→ T I/Vk−1.
By induction we may also assume that Vj/Vj−1 is a tensor product combination of the
Tr’s. Since, following Construction 1, the image of Nk is isomorphic to Vj/Vj−1 ⊗ Tℓ, we
conclude that Vk/Vk−1 is a tensor product combination of the Tr’s. By construction, the
coefficients of the combination can be computed by restricting to any fiber ZI .
Summing up, the coefficients of KI ≡ −c1 (
⊕
k Vk/Vk−1) as a linear combination of
the Ki’s, i /∈ I may be computed by restricting to any ZI . This proves the first assertion.
The second is then obtained by intersecting with Γi and Ci on X and F , respectively, and
applying adjunction and projection formulas.
Let D be a connected finite Dynkin diagram, corresponding to a simple Lie group G.
With the same notation as in Section 2, we will denote by N(i) ⊂ D the set of neighboring
nodes of the node i ∈ D, i.e. the set of nodes j linked to i in D.
Consider now a subset I ⊂ D and a node i ∈ I. Following [LM], we say that i is an
exposed short node for I if the connected component containing i of the subdiagram of D
supported on D \ (I \ {i}) contains an arrow pointing towards i.
Given a subset I ⊂ D and a node i ∈ I, we will now set:
J := I \ {i}, I ′ := I ∪N(i), J ′ := J ∪N(i)
Consider the line bundle L ∈ Pic(F (I)) ≃ H2(F (I),Z) corresponding to∑i∈I λi. Then
L is very ample and the embedding F (I) ⊂ PN defined by the complete linear system |L| is
called minimal homogeneous. With respect to this embedding, the coroots αˇi ∈ H2(F (I),Z)
are lines on F (I) and [LM, Theorem 4.3] can be reformulated as follows:
Theorem 6 ([LM, Theorem 4.3]). Let X ⊂ PN be the minimal homogeneous embedding
of X := F (I), and assume that i is not an exposed short node for I. Then:
(1) the space of lines of class αˇi ∈ H2(F (I),Z) is isomorphic to F (J ′);
(2) the following natural double fibration gives the universal family of lines of class αˇi:
F (I ′)
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
$$■
■■
■■
■■
F (I) F (J ′).
The following Proposition shows how to use Theorem 6 to reconstruct inductively an
FT-manifold using family of lines:
Proposition 11. Let X be an FT-manifold with Picard number n and connected Dynkin
diagram D(X). Assume that i ∈ I ⊂ D satisfy that:
(1) i is not an exposed short node for I;
(2) ♯(I ′) = ♯(I) + 1 ≥ 3.
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Assume furthermore that CP Conjecture holds for FT-manifolds whose Dynkin diagram is
a subdiagram of D(X). Then, if XI ∼= F (I) it follows that XI′ ∼= F (I ′).
Proof. By induction, for every ∅ 6= J¯ ⊂ I¯ ⊂ D the fibers of πI¯,J¯ : X I¯ → X J¯ are
isomorphic to the fibers of pI¯,J¯ : F (I¯) → F (J¯). This, together with the assumption XI ∼=
F (I), implies that dimX = dimF (D), and, in turn that dimX I¯ = dimF (I¯) for every
I¯ ⊂ D.
In particular the fibers of πI,J : XI → XJ are isomorphic to the fibers of pI,J : F (I)→
F (J), which have Picard number one. The curves πI∗(Γi) are contained in these fibers and,
by Proposition 10, we see that (−KXI ) ·πI∗(Γi) = (−KF (I)) ·pI∗(Ci). This implies that these
curves are lines of class αˇi on X
I . Thus, πI
′,J′ : XI
′ → XJ′ can be regarded as a family
of lines of class αˇi on X
I . By the universal property of the Hilbert scheme, this family is
obtained by a base change from the universal family of lines of class αˇi on X
I , hence, by
Theorem 6, we have the following commutative diagram:
XI
′
πI
′,I
**
h˜
//
πI
′,J′

F (I ′)
pI
′,J′

pI
′,I
// XI
πI,J

XJ
′
πJ
′,J
44
h // F (J ′)
pJ
′,J
// XJ
We claim that h (and hence h˜) is a finite surjective map; by dimensional reasons it is
enough to show that h is finite. Assume by contradiction that there exists a curve C ⊂ XJ′
which is contracted by h. By the commutativity of the diagram C is contained in a fiber of
πJ
′,J . Denote by x the point πJ
′,J(C) and consider the restricted diagram
ZI
′,J h˜ //
πI
′,J′

ZI
′,J
pI
′,J′

pI
′,I
// ZI,J
πI,J

ZJ
′,J h // ZJ
′,J p
J′,J
// x
By assumption (2) ZJ
′,J has Picard number one, hence, h|ZJ′,J is constant. Then
h˜(ZI
′,J) is contained in a fiber of pI
′,J′ , which has dimension one. But, since the con-
nected component containing i of the subdiagram of D(X) supported on D \ J has at least
two nodes, dimZI,J > 1, a contradiction which proves that h˜ is finite and surjective.
By [La, Main Theorem], for any fiber ZI
′,J of πI
′,J the restriction h˜|ZI′,J is an isomor-
phism (by assumption (2) the Picard number of ZI
′,J is at least two). It follows that h˜ is
bijective, hence an isomorphism.
In the next proposition we will number the nodes of every connected finite Dynkin as
in [H, p. 58].
Proposition 12. Let X be an FT-manifold with connected Dynkin diagram D(X),
and consider, for every possible type of finite connected Dynkin diagram the subset I ⊂ D
provided in the following table:
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D An Bn Cn Dn En F4
I {1, n} {1, n} {1, n} {1, n} {2, n} {1, 2}
Assume furthermore that CP Conjecture holds for FT-manifolds whose Dynkin diagram is
a subdiagram of D(X). Then, if XI ∼= F (I), it follows that X ∼= F (D).
Proof. It is enough to show that there exists a sequence {(Ik, ik), k = 1, . . . , r}, Ik ⊂
D, ik ∈ Ik, with I1 = I, satisfying that
• ik ∈ Ik ⊂ D satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 11,
• Ik+1 = Ik ∪ {ik+1} = Ik ∪N(ik), and
• Ir = D.
The existence of this sequence is an easy exercise. For instance, in case An the sequence is
given by Ik = {1, . . . , k, n}, ik = k.
Finally, the next statement, together with the previous proposition, allows us to prove
Theorem 2.
Proposition 13. Let X be an FT-manifold with Dynkin diagram An, with n ≥ 2. Then
X{1,n} ∼= P(TPn) ∼= F ({1, n}).
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n = 2, then our claim follows from Theorem
5. Hence we may assume that n ≥ 3 and that the statement holds for FT-manifolds of type
Ak if k < n.
By Remark 3 together with our induction hypothesis, for every proper subset I the
fibers ZI of the contraction πI : X → XI are complete flag manifolds with Dynkin diagram
D(ZI) = D(X)I ; the connected components of D(ZI) are clearly of type Ak with k < n. This
implies that, for every ∅ 6= I ⊂ J ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, the fibers of the contraction πJ,I : XJ → XI
are isomorphic to the fibers of the contraction of rational homogeneous spaces F (J)→ F (I).
In particular, π{1,n},1 : X{1,n} → X1 and π{1,n},n : X{1,n} → Xn are Pn−1-fibrations.
Since dimX{1,n} ≤ 2n− 1 by Corollary 3, we obtain:
dimX1 + dimXn ≥ dimX{1,n}
= (dimX1 + dimXn) + 2(n− 1)− dimX{1,n}
≥ (dimX1 + dimXn)− 1.
Moreover, if dimX1 + dimXn = dimX{1,n}, then X1 and Xn are isomorphic to Pn−1 (see
[OW, Section 5]). Then −KX1 · π1∗(Γ1) 6= n + 1, contradicting Proposition 10. Thus we
have
dimX1 + dimXn = dimX{1,n} + 1.
By [OW, Theorem 2], we find that X{1,n} = P(TPn) and π
{1,n},1 : X{1,n} → X1 = Pn,
π{1,n},n : X{1,n} → Xn = Pn are the canonical projections. It is important to remark that
we are allowed to use [OW] because the term “Pr-bundle” in that paper refers to what in
this paper is called Pr-fibration.
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